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TABLES FOR 

REGIONAL AND LOCAL ISOSTATIC REDUCTION 
(AIRY SYSTEM) FOR GRAVITY VALUES. 

I. The tables and some general considerations about isostatic 

compensation. 

The purpose of this publication is to give tables for the gravity 
effect of the isostatic compensation according to the AIRY hypothesis 
of a floating crust and assuming a regional distribution of the com- 
pensating masses. For making the tables more complete and in order 
to allow a better comparizon, a first column has been added to the 
tables corresponding to local compensation. The figures of these last 
mentioned cdlumns are identical to those of the well-known tables of 
HEISKANEN for the Airy system of reduction l). The further columns 
of each table correspond to five different degrees of regional spreading 
of the compensation, the radii R of the areas of spreading being 
successively 29.05 km, 58.10 km, I 16.20 km, 174.30 km and 232.40 km. 

Three sets of tables have been computed, viz for a normal thickness 
I' of the crust of m km, of 30 km and of 40 km; these figures 
represent the thicknesses of the crust assumed for zero elevation. We 
have based the tables on the supposition of AIRY of a rigid crust 
floating on a denser plastic substratum and we have adopted HEIS- 
KANEN'S figures, 2.67 and 3.27, for the densities of the crust and of 
the substratum, the crustal density being assumed to be constant over 
its full height. The differential density of the compensation has, 
therefore, been assumed to be & 0.6. We have further adhered to the 
physical supposition of the hydrostatic equilibrium of the crust and 
so we assumed equality of pressure in the deeper layers below the 

') Dr. W. HEISKANEN. T a b b  ismtatlquas pour la r6duction dsns l'hypothem de Airy 
intend* de L pemntem ohm-v&, Bull. GBod, SO, IBSl. 

Dr, W. HEISKAHEN. New I-tic Tab& for the reduction of gravtty valuea on tbb 
basis of Airy's hypotheis Ann Acad, Fenn, Sc, Ser, A, Tom LI. B, 1988, 

In ttm aecond mries of t a b b  (1988) Dr. HEISKANFX Rdcpt~ slightly diff-t aarunp 
tions about the compensation than In the flrst serles (lBS1). viz. efwtity of maar 
instead of equallty of pressure. In this publication equality of preesure has been 
m m e d :  the sign here is the same as that of the Hayford tables and oppoelte 
to  that of HEISKANEN. 



crust. Neglecting the increase of gravity with depth, this corresponds 
to a vertical dimension of the compensating root for local compen- 
sation of 2.67/0.6 = 4.450 times the topographic elevation h and of 
1.642/0.6= 2.737 times the sea-depth d. Because of the converging 
of the verticals this assumption does not correspond to the exact 
equality of mass with opposite sign of the topography and of the 
compensation, and so we must be aware that the topographic and 
isostatic reduction according to these tables slightly changes the mass 
of the Earth. We have to take this e.g. into account in the first factor 
of the formula for normal gravity, which, strictly speaking, should 
have to be slightly different for gravity values reduced according to 
different assumptions of the depth of compensation. 

The figures of the tables for the regional isostatic reduction cor- 
respond to the spreading of the compensation over a certain area in a 
purely horizontal sense in such a way that the density diminishes from 
the centre of the area towards the circumference according to a curve 
derived from the shape of bending of the crust if we consider it as 
an elastical plate floating on a fluid and loaded by the topography. 
For a vertical column of the topography of infinitely small cross- 
section and height h the compensating mass in case of local compen- 
sation is a vertical column of the same cross-section, if we neglect for 
a moment the converging of the verticals, having a density of - 0.6 
and reaching from a depth T to a depth T + 4.450 h.  In  case of 
regional compensation we have assumed this compensating mass to 
be spread horizontally over a much wider column of the same height 
and of a radius R, and we suppose the density to be distributed in 
the same way in all directions from the centre to the circumference 
and proportional to the vertical ordinate of the bending curve of 
fig. I. This figure has been derived from the solution of HERTZ for 
the bending of a floating elastical plate of infinite dimensions loaded 
by a concentrated load. The solution shows a central down-bended 
area as represented by fig. I, surrounded by concentric waves of 
small amplitudes that quickly diminish with the distance; these 
waves have been neglected for our purpose. For further details about 
this curve the writer may refer to one of his two papers on regional 
isostatic reduction in the Bulletin Gkodksique, nos 29 '(1931) or 63 
(1940) or to ,,Fundamental tables for regional isostatic redtlction of 
gravity values" p 5, Verh. Acad. of Sc. of Amsterdam, sect. I, D1 
XVII, 3. 



The writer has adopted the above assumption for the distribution 
of the regional compensation as a sufficient approximation to the 
intended idea of the cornpensating roots at the lower boundary of 
the crust being brought about bij the bending of the crust under the 
effect of the topography, the compensating masses being formed by 
these roots taken with the differential density of - 0.6. Both sup- 
positions give the same amount of compensating mass in every 
vertical column but the position of these masses differs somewhat in 
a vertical sense. For a constant topographic elevation over a great 
extent, however, the position in the vertical sense is also the same. 
The above assumption about the compensating masses has been 
adopted for simplifying the computations. 

As for the choice of the curve of figure I for the way in which the . 
compensation is distributed round the topography in case of regional 
isostatic compensation, the writer thinks that even when we should 
not be too strongly convinced of the conditions of a floating elastical 
plate being applicable to the Earth's crust, this curve may still be 
adopted. I t  well fulfills the obvious requirements of giving a maxi- 
mum value in the middle and gradually decr&asing values towards the 
border of the area. 

The tables for T = 30 km give a reduction which in general does 
not differ much from what the writer has applied by using the 
provisional tables for regional isostatic reduction published by him 
in 1931 in the Bulletin GCodCsique no 29. For these tables he assumed 
the compensation to be either concentrated at a depth of 25 km or to 
be evenly distributed over that depth; the masses have been supposed 



to be distributed according to a degree of regionality half way between 
that of the fourth and fifth column of the present tables. For the 
regional isostatic reduction of the @G gravity results at sea, published 
in ,,Gravity Expeditions at Sea", Vol 11, 1934, he applied the tables 
of 1931 in such a way that he assumed 88 % of the compensation to 
be concentrated at a depth of 25 km and the remaining 12 % to be 
distributed over that depth. This assumption brings the centre of gra- 
vity of the compensation at a depth of 23.5 km. 

As the mean load level, according to LAMBERT, lies at a level of 
1650 m below sea-level, the bottom of the crust for an elevation 
coinciding with this level lies at a depth of 30 - 4.45 X 1.650 = 22.66 
km according to the assumptions of this paper. This figure may be 
considered as the mean value for the thickness of the crust and 
the mean depth for the gravity centres of the compensating masses 
is 30 - 2.225 X 1.650 = 26.33 km. So this value is near to the value 
for the old reductions and the radius of the regional distribution 
likewise if we take the mean of the fourth and fifth columns. 

For the tables of this paper the writer has abandoned the arrange- 
ment of the compensating masses as assumed in I931 for the reason 
that the centre of gravity of the compensation for extensive areas 
of the same elevation did not come at the right depth while the new 
assumptions fulfil1 this condition. The satisfying of this requirement 
appeared important to the writer. 

The present tables have again been made for the Hayford zones 
as later modified by the separation of zone 0 in two parts 0, and 0,. 
The inner zones A to G could be combined in one zone A-G and 
the same could be done for the most distant zones 7 to I. For the 
lettered zones A to 0, the tables give the effect of the compensation 
and for the numbered zones 18 to I the combined effect of the 
topography and the compensation; the table values are expressed in 
0.1 mgal. For sea-areas we have to enter the tables with a negative 
value of h equal to 1.642/2.67 = 0.61 5 times the depth. For the zones 
10, 9, 8 and 7-1 we enter the table with the value L of the Hayford 
correction for topography and compensation for  these zones. The 
writer has chosen this arrangement for these zones because of the 
simple way we can derive this quantity from the world-maps of 
HEISK-~NEN l). AS, however, the writer has adopted in his tables the 

1) U:. HEIBKANEN and U. NUOTIO. Topagrapllic-Iso,&tic world-maps. Ann. Acad. 
Fenn. Ser. A, Tom LI, 11. 



sign of HAYFORD which gives the effect of the compensatiw masses, 
while HEISKANEN has taken the contrary sign in his tables and his 
maps, we have to reverse the sign of the values taken from the maps. 
If we do not dispose of these maps and if we, therefore, have to 
determine the mean elevation of these zones, W can derive the HAY- 
r o m  correction by multiplying the mean elevation with the factors 
given on page 16. Each table up to zone 11  has been provided with 
an auxiliary table for the effect of the elevation of the station 
which allows to take this effect into account for all the zones from 
k to I I ; for the remaining zones the effect is negligible. Preceding 
the tables, page 19, we have given a short summary of the data 
concerning the tables, mentioned in this paragraph. 

In the s&e way as it is the case for the local isostatic reduction 
according to the Airy system, we make an error by deriving the effect 
of the compensation from the mean elevation of a zone. This error 
is brought about by the difference of the depth of the compensating 
masses for different topographic elevations in the zone. The error is 
smaller for regional than for local compensation because in the first 
case the effect of a difference of the depth of the compensation is 
smaller; this is still more the case for a larger degree of regionality. 
So for the regional reduction we may certainly follow the method 
adopted by HEISKANEN for local compensation of only separating the 
sea-parts and the land-parts of a zone, entering the tables with the 
mean elevation of each part and combining the two results in the 
ratio of {he areas of the two parts. For taking this point into account 
we can also derive tables of the kind the writer has published in the 
Bulletin GbdCsique, no 38 (1933)~ for the local Airy system. These 
tables allow the computation of the correction for the differences 
of elevation in a zone when the total effect of the zone has been 
derived from its mean elevation. 

In several books and publications on isostatic reductions we find 
expressed the opinion that an assumption of the compensation at a 
greater depth comes about to the same as a supposition of a regional 
distribution of the masses. The origin of this opinion is clearly this 
that a deeper mass gives a broader attraction field with less intensity 
in the middle and that the horizontal spreading of a mass must have an 
analogous effect. The computation of the tables for regional reduction 



for different degrees of regionality and for different depths of the 
compensation enable us to investigate the truth of this asserrion. 

For this purpose we have made a graphical representation in Plate I 
of the attraction which the compensation of a ring of topographical 
elements of a radius r and a breadth of one kilometer causes in the 
centre of the ring and we have successively taken four different depths 
of the compensation, each combined with its local or regional distri- 
bution according to four of the five degrees of regionality of our 
tables; we have omitted the smallest regionality. Each case gives a 
curve of which the horizontal coordinate is the radius r and the 
vertical the attraction in the centre 0. We have taken the height of 
the ring of topography in such a way that the compensation reaches 
over a depth of ten kilometers and we have taken its position succes- 
sively at a depth from 10 to 20 km, from 20 to 30 km, from 30 to 
40 km and from 40 to 50 km. So we may appropriately indicate these 
four different depths of the compensation by T = 15 km, 25 km, 
35 km and 45 km); in Plate I the curves have been marked by means 
of these figures at their maximum point. The density of local compen- 
sation has as always been adopted at 0.6. The four curves for local 
compensation at the left have been drawn, the curves for a distribution 
radius R = 58.10 km have been represented by dotted lines, those 
for R = 116.2 km by point-dot lines, those for R = 174.30 km by 
dotted lines and those for R = 232.4 km by drawn lines. 

VITe have indicated the boundaries of the HAYFORD zones in this 
range of r bp vertical dotted lines. The integration of the curves 
between two boundaries would give the attraction of the compensation 
for the intermediate zone corresponding to a root of a height of ten 
kilometers. 

Each curve of Plate I gives a representation of the attraction of 
the compensation of a topographical elevation at a distance r. Only 
those assumptions regarding the compensation for which the curves 
would coincide, would give the same reduction for isostasy. We see 
that no such coincidence occurs and so the above mentioned opinion 
is not confirmed. The writer is fully aware that this result depends 
more or less on the chosen system of distribution for the regional 
reduction as represented by fig. I, but as the difference of the curves 
is strong, it does not seem doubtful that we should have to modify it 
considerably for bringing about a coincidence ; we probably should 



have to concentrate much more of the mass in the middle part. This 
would not be acceptable if we wish to adhere to the idea of a regional 
distribution of the compensating masses, and so we must reject the 
idea that a deeper situation of the masses has about the same effect 
as their regional distribution. 

There may, however, be a limited amount of truth in the assertion. 
If we consider parts of the curves we may find fairly good coincidences 
of this type, so e.g. for the curve of R = o and ?' = 45 km and that 
of R = 58.10 km and T = 35 km for r between zero and 25 km, i.e. 
for the zones A up to L. So for a topography limited to this central 
area we may substitute one reduction for the other. The same is true 
for substitutions of reductions of a smaller degree of regionality and 
a greater depth of the masses to one of greater regionality and smaller 
depth. We have made the following list of cases. 

Coincidences of differe9tt isostatic veductims. 

I O 

2 O 

-- 

I~ 

2 O  

-- 
I O 

2 O  

I O 

2 O  

For the zones marked with an asterisk the coincidence begins already 
to fail in the outer half of the zone. 

We see that in the last case the area of coincidence is rather exten- 
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45 
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0-80 



sive and so a good part of the topography is included, but if there 
is an irregular topography outside it, the substitution of the reductions 
for each other will nevertheless give differences. 

For the topography in the distant zones we can predict that such a 
difference will always occur and the opinion under discussion has, 
therefore, never included their effect. For great distance the combined 
effect of the topography and the compensation is practically propor- 
tional to the distance of their centres of gravity and so it is nearly 
independent of a more or less regional distribution in horizontal sense 
of the compensating masses. The total effect E of a topographic 
element of unit cross-section at great distance and its compensation 
for the Airy system of reduction is approximately 

L ,  = 2.67 h C { T  + B ( I  + 4.45) h )  = 2.67 h C ( T  + 2.725 h) 
(for land-stations) , 

E, = 2.67 It C { T + B ( I  .626 + 4.450) h )  = 2.67 h C ( T  + 3.038 h) 
(for sea-stations) . 

(1) 

Tn the second formula, for sea-stations, h represents again, if d is 
the sea-depth, 

h = -0.615 d ;  

C is a constant for each zone depending on its distance and position 
with regard to 0 and on the gravity constant of Newton. 

Examining the curves of Plate I, we see that each shows a well- 
marked maximum and that the maxima of each group of four curves 
for  the same degree of regionality are near to each other while the 
situations of the different groups are clearly apart; their distances 
from 0 are greater for a greater degree of regionality. From the 
curves we can derive the following approximate formulas for the 
values of the radius r ,  of the maxima for local compensation: 

and for regional compensation (radius of distribution R )  : 

The last term of the second formula disappears between R = 58.10 Itm 
and K = o km. According to the meaning of the curves, these formulas 



give the radii of the zones for which the compensation of a topo- 
graphic elevation of the zone has the maximum effect on gravity. 

The flat shape of the curves for great regionality corresponds to 
the small effects of the compensating masses of local topographic 
irregularities incase of a regional distribution of the compensation. A 
shift of such an irregularity obviously does not make much difference 
for the effect of its compensation. For the local reduction, on the 
contrary, the peaks of the curves imply a great difference of the 
effect for a shift of a topographical irregularity and so we may 
conclude that the effect of its compensation is in this case strongly 
variable with its distance to 0. 

In  general we can say that the curves may give us an insight in the 
effect of a change of the system of isostatic reduction on the anomaly 
field in an area of irregular topography. 

In his first paper on the subject of regional isostatic reduction in 
the ,,Bulletin GCodCsique" no 29 (1931) the writer has discussed the 
relation of the thickness T of the crust to the radius R of the area 
over which the compensation is distributed. This relation follows from 
the fact that the shape of the crustal bending, from which we derived 
the radius R, directly depends on the thickness of the rigid crust. We 
found that approximately 

For the following reasons the writer has not limited his tables to the 
cases resulting from this relation. We can not be sure that the thick- 
ness of the rigid cnist entering in the elastical equations from which 
the deformation of the crust under the load of the topography is 
derived, is the same as the depth T of the discontinuity of the density 
entering in the hypothesis of Airy; it may be that the boundary between 
the plastic and the rigid properties does not coincide with the change 
in density. Both boundaries may, moreover, be more or less gradual. 
So it is preferable to try to determine R and T independently of each 
other from the gravity field and to use these results afterwards for 
the checking of the above relation, which besides the checking of the 
identity of both values for the crustal thickness, means the checking 
of the value of the elasticity modulus of the crust of about 380000 



kg/cm2 used for the comptitation of the factor 6. We require, there- 
fore, tables enabling us to vary the values of T and of R independently 
of each other. 

A further reason for requiring this is found in the fact that probably 
the hypothesis of only one discontinuity surface of the densitv is too 
simple. Probably there are at least two such surfaces, at 10-15 km 
and at 25-40 km depth. The upper layer is the granitic layer, even- 
tually covered by a third layer, consisting of sediments, and the layer 
between, called by JEFFREYS the ,,intermediate layer", consists according 
to him of tachylite. GUTENBERC and others think that the seismic results 
point to even more discontinuities, e.g. in Southern California at depths 
of 14 km, 25 km, 31 km and 39 km l ) .  In case there are more than one 
cif these surfaces we have to consider the problem how the isostatic 
compensation is distributed over them. The deformation of each sur- 
face gives rise to compensating masses according to the displacement 
it brings about of one density by another. Discontinuity surfaces in 
the plastic layer probably are not subject to deformation and so they 
do not play a part in our problem. 

For the hypothesis of regional compensation as caused by the 
bending of the rigid crust under the load of the surface topography, 
the problem is easy to solve. We may assume that each discontinuity 
surface of the crust approximately undergoes the same bending defor- 
mation and that it thus gives rise to roots of identical shape in the 
different surfaces. So the compensation masses for these surf aces 
show the same horizontal and vertical dimensions while the densities 
are equal to the differences of the densities of the crustal layers above 
and below the surfaces. If we indicate the normal depths of the sur- 
faces by z,, z, . . . and the corresponding differences of density by 
A,, A, . . . we may evidently determine the isostatic reduction by means 
of the tables of this paper by introducing successively for T the values 
z,, z,. . . and, after multiplying the results by A,/o.6, AJo.6,. . . 
adding them together. For this purpose we obviously require tables 
where T is independent of the radius of regionality R. 

We probably may obtain a reasonable approximation of the result 
of the reduction by applying the tables only once while introducing 
a mean value of 3" as  given by the following formula and keeping the 
density of 0.6 of the tables. Introducing 

1 )  Trabebtin~e curves at  smaU distonres and wale  velocities in Southern California. 
Gerl. B?itr. Geophydk, 3.5, p 41. 1932. 



we may assume for the mean value of T 
. . . . . .  T = M/o.6 = 1.67 M. (3 B )  

According to the formulas ( I )  this simplification gives the same 
result for the distant zones and so for these zones we may certainly 
admit it. For the nearer zones we require a further investigation for 
determining the errors thus incurred. 

For the local isostatic compensation the question of its distribution 
in vertical sense in case of more than one crustal layer is not so easy 
to answer. I t  depends on the way in which we assume the topography 
and its compensation to have originated. In the same way as we 
tacitly understood it to be the case for the hypothesis of regional 
compensation, we may suppose the topography to have been formed 
by some process in the upper layer, e.g. by erosion, by sedimentation, 
by volcanic activity, by lateral compression of the upper layer only, 
etc. For local compensation we have then to assume the local giving 
way of the deeper layers and the resulting independent adjustment 
of the isostatic equilibrium for every vertical column of the crust. 
For this assumption the roots for the different surfaces of disconti- 
nuity of the density are again identical in shape and we may again 
adopt the above-mentioned program for deriving the isostatic reduc- 
tion; we successively apply the tables of HEISK~NEN or the first 
column of the tables of this paper for T = z,, T = z,, etc, and we 
add the results together after multiplying them by AJo.6, AJo.6, 
etc. 

We may, however, also imagine other ways of formation of the 
topography e.g. by a lateral compression of the whole crust or, in case 
of submarine areas, by a stretching of it by tensional stresses. In this 
case it is difficult to adopt a general assumption for the deformation 
of the surfaces of discontinuity of the crust because practically nothing 
is yet known about these deformations and they may have an entirely 
different character for different cases of topography. W e  may per- 
haps tentatively venture the supposition that the thickening or the 
thinning of the different crustal layers is the same, i.e. that the 
change of thickness of each layer, to be taken positive for an increase, 
is proportional to the thickness of it, and that no other deformation 
takes place except the vertical movement corresponding to the adjust- 



ment of the isostatic equilibrium. W e  shall shortly discuss here the 
consequences of such a hypothesis. 

If we indicate the ratio of the change of thickness of a layer to the 
thickness itself by a, we assume a to be the same for all the layers. 
The roots formed at the surfaces of discontinuity have the vertical 
dimensions h, = a z,  - h, a z,  - h, etc and their densities being A,, 
A,, etc, the equilibrium condition of a vertical column of the crust 
becomes 

2 . 6 7 h - 2  ( a z - h )  A 
or as 

2 A = o . 6  . . . . . . . . . ( 4 4  
we get 

3.27 h := 2 a e A = a 11-1 
So 

This formula enables us to determine a for a given value of the topo- 
graphic elevation h and we obtain for the dimensions of the roots 

in which we have to substitute the depths e of the discontinuity 
surfaces. 

As the tables of this paper are based on vertical dimensions of the 
roots of 4.45 h we may conclude that we have to enter the tables in 
this case with 

So, for determining the isostatic reduction for this supposition we have 
to apply the tables successively for values of T = z,, e,, . . . and to 
enter the tables instead of with h with an elevation as  given by formula 
( 6 )  for z = z , ,z , ,  . . . W e  have then to multiply the results by 
AJo.6, A2/o.6, . . . and to add them together. We thus obtain the 
isostatic reduction for our crustal shortening hypothesis. 

I t  is not necessary'to keep to the value of 0.6 for the difference of 
the densities of the upper crustal layer and the substratum. We can 
also introduce in formula 1(4 A )  another value D for this difference. 
We then have to substitute 2.67 + D instead of 3.27 in the formulas 
( 4  B) and ( S ) ,  while formula ( 6 )  becomes 



This same possibility may also he made use of for the original case 
of our tables of only one discontinuity surface at the bottom of the 
crust. If for the local or the regional isostatic reduction we wish to 
change from a differential density 0.6 to another value D, we assume 
a vertical dimension for our compensating masses that is o.6/D times 
larger and a density that is D,/o.6 times the original value. So we 
have to enter the tables, instead of with the true topographical eleva- 
tion h, with a value h' given by 

and we multiply the result by Dio.6. 
In investigating gravity fields by the application of different 

methods of isostatic reduction and different values for the degree of 
regionality or the normal thickness T of the crust, it is not necessary t o  
adopt the same assumptions for the topography over the whole Earth. 
We can make special assumptions for certain areas which we then 
must indicate on the maps used for the reading of the elevations of 
the zones. For those zones that cross one of these areas we make a 
separate estimate of the elevation for the part in this area and the 
part outside it and we introduce these estimates in the tables for the 
reduction chosen for each of them. We then derive the total effect 
for the zone by combining the effects in the ratio of the two areas 
of the zone. 

$ 2, The computatio~z of the tables an.d of the curves of Plate I 

The tables have been computed by means of the Fundamental Tables 
for Regional Isostatic Reductio,t published in the Bulletin God4sique 
no 63. The first column of these tables gives the attraction F in the 
centre of the Hayford zones for masses of unit density over the whole 
zone reaching from sea-level to a depth H; the tables give F for a11 
values of H in kilometers from o t a  60 km. The further columns give 
the attraction for the same masses but spread in horizontal sense accor- * 

ding to the curve of fig. I and for the same values of R as adopted 
for the present Airy tables. So each column of the present tables has 



been derived from the corresponding column of the f unclamental 
tables. The values of the new tables are expressed in units of 0.1 mgal. 

According to the assumptions adopted for these tables the compen- 
sation has a density of 0.6 times that of the fundamental tables and 
reaches from a depth T to a depth T + 4.45 h. So the attraction fi at 
sea-level in the centre of the zone is given by 

p = f  0 . 6 ( F ~ ~ q . 4 5 f i  - F T )  . . . ( 9 A )  
1f for sea-stations we introduce a negative value of h equal to 0.615 
times the depth, we get the same formula. So this formula has been 
used for the computation of the table-values for positive as well as 
for negative topography. The tables cover a range of h from + 6000 m 
to - 5000 m ;  this last limit corresponds to a sea-depth of 8130 m. 

If the station has an elevation of h, above sea-level, we obtain 

For taking the effect of an elevation of the station into account we 
have provided each table with an auxiliary table giving the difference 
of ( g  B) and ( g  A )  for an elevation h, of 1000 m. As the difference 
is almost proportional to h, this suffices for all values of h, ; for an 
arbitrary case we multiply dp by the elevation in km. For reducing 
the error thus incurred for great values of h, we have determined the 
values dp of this auxiliary table by taking half of the difference of 
( g  B) and ( g  A )  for h, = 2000 m. So we have used the formula 

The  auxiliary tables cover a range of 

0-6000 m for the zones -4-1 
- 1000-6000 m for the zones K and L 
- 3000-6000 m! for the zones M-0, 

They have also been expressed in the unity of 0.1 mgal but they have 
k e n  computed for one decimal place more, corresponding to 
0.01 mgal, for guaranteeing the accuracy of 0.1 mgal when multiplying 
by a large value of h,. 

For the numbered zones 18-11, the tables give the cornbined'value 
P' of the effect t of the topography and p of the compemation. So for 
-these zones we had to add the figure for the effect of the topography 
t o  that given by formula ( 9 . 4 ) ;  for ensuring the accuracy of 0.1 



mgal in the combined effect, each has been computed in 0.01 mgal. 
The tables have moreover been so arranged that the first column gives 
the full effect p', for local compensation but that the further columns 
give the diference p'--p6 of the effect p' for this column and of 
p', of the first. As the effect for topography is the same in p' and 
in p', it is eliminated from the difference and so we can compute this 
difference directly by means of formula (g A )  from the differences 
A of the values F of the corresponding column and F, of the first 
column of the fundamental tables. 

We derived the effect of the topography from the fundamental 
tables of Cassinis l ) ,  which give the attraction f for a mass reaching 
from sea-level to an elevation h,; the sign of f and h is contrary to 
that adopted for F and H in the fundamental tables for regional 
reduction. For the computations of the effect of the topography 
we used the formulas 

for land-stations t = - 2.67 fr,, . . . . . . . . ( I  I A )  

for sea-stations t = - 1.642 f1.62a . . . . . . . ( I  I B )  

For the auxiliary tables for these zones we had to add the correspon- 
ding effect of an elevation of the station of 1000 m on the effect of 
the topography. According to the adopted way of deriving it, we com- 
puted this effect by means of the formulas 

for land-stations dt  = - 1.335 ( f  h-2000 - f --zoo0 ), (12  A )  
for sea-stations d t  = -- 0.821 ( f  h -  zooo - f -2000 ). (12  B )  
For the numbered zones 10, 9, 8 and 7 - I we have computed the 

tables in the same way but for the table values we have chosen round 
values of the HAYFORD correction L instead of round values of the 
topographical elevation h. These quantities are related by the following 
simple formulas; expressing h in m and L in 0.1 mgal we have for 
all the numbered zones: 

Zoftcs 18-11 

zones 18, 17, 16, 15, 14 (appr.) h = - 30.48 L \ 
zone I3 h = - 19.05 L 
zone 12 h = - 30.48 L ( 1 3 4  

zone I I h=-38.1oL 

l) G. CAEEINIE, P. Do& S. BALUEIN, Tavole Fondamental per Ia Riduzione del 
valori oservati deUla gravith. Milano 1937. 



zone 10 L = - 0.0197 h 
zone g L = - 0.0131 h 
zone 8 L = - 0.0131 h (13 B )  

zones 7-1 L = - 0.0272 h 

We checked and corrected the values of our tables for these distant 
zones by means of the following formula, which corresponds to for- 
mula ( I )  of this paper 

The denominator in this formtila gives the distance in km of the 
centres of gravity of the topography and the compensation according 
to HAYFORD'S assumptions of isostasy l). 

The above schedule has been applied for the computation of the 
three sets of tables but for T = 20 kin and for T = 40 km slight . 
complications arose. For T = 20 km the negative values of h of more 
than 3292 m bring about negative values for the thickness of the 
crust. This limit corresponds to a sea-depth of 5352 m and a com- 
pensation of a thickness of 14648 m and so their sum equals the 
total thickness of the crust; for larger depths the sum would exceed 
the thickness. For meeting this difficulty we have adopted the method 
indicated by HEISKANEN in his paper about new isostatic tables of 
1938; we have assumed the compensation for greater depths to have 
the same dimensions but a so much larger density that the total 
compensating mass corresponds to isostatic equilibrium. We have 
nelected in the same way as he did for somewhat greater depths that 
the large values for the depth would thus still bring about small 
negative values for the crustal thickness. So, according to our assump 
tion we have used the following formula for - h larger than 3300 m 

where p,,,, is the value of p for a value of h of - 3300 m and com- 
puted according to formula (g A ) .  The tables thus show a disconti- 
nuity for h = - 3300 m. 

For T = 40 km another complication arose. For values of h greater 

') The compensation is assumed to reach from the Eanth's surface downwards over 
113.7 km. 



than 1494 m the compensation reaches to a depth of more than 60 km 
and so we could no longer use the fundamental tables which do not 
give values of F for larger H than 60 km. We have met the difficulty 
by extrapolating the tables beyond this limit and we have based this 
extrapolation on the values of F for H = 40 km, 50 km and 60 km, 
because these values have been directly computed while the other 
values of the tables have been interpolated. ~ndicating' one tenth of 
the excess in km of T + 4.45 lz above 60 km by x and putting 

F80 - F50 = ' 6 . 5  F,, - F,, = A,, . . (16 A )  

we have used the formula 

. . . . .  F = F , , + b x + a x 2 .  (16B) 

with 

. . . . . .  a = (A,, - A,,). (16 C) 

and 

b = A,., + a. 

The values of F,,, F,, and F, satisfy the equation (16 B). 

The auxiliary tables show a slight discontinuity between h = 4000 m 
and h = 5000 m brought about by this extrapolation method. 

For the construction of the curves of Plate I as described on page 6 
e.s., we have computed the values K of the attraction in 0 of the com- 
pensation of a ring of mass of a radius r and a breadth of one kilo- 
meter. For these computations we have used the tables V of ,,Funda- 
mental Tables for Regional Isostatic Reduction of Gravity Values, p 41 
e.s. l), which give the values of K for compensating masses of unit 
density in case of local compensation, and reaching for the successive 
columns from sea-level to 10 km, 20 km, 30 km, 40 km, 50 km and 
60 km. So for the position of the compensating masses which we 
require for our curves, i.e. from 1-20 km, from 2-30 km, from 
3-40 km and from 40-50 km, we have to take the differences 
of the values of the successive columns of these tables and as we 
require a density of 0.6 for the case of local compensation, we have 
to multiply these differences by 0.6. Each table gives us the values 

. for one degree of regional spreading of the compensation. 

1) Verh. Acad. o. Sc. of Ameterdam. 1 S& D1 XVII, a. 



There is, however, no table for local compensation, i.e. for R = o, 
and so we had to derive the corresponding values in another way. 
We have done this by means of Table I1 of the same publication, 
p 37, which, if multiplied by the quantity M as given by formula 
( I  C), ibid p 11, gives directly the attraction of rings of mass reaching 
down to the same depths as those of Table V. So by multiplying by 
AI and substituting a density of 0.6 and values of H of successively 
10 km, 20 km, 30 km, 40 km and jo km, we obtained the required 
table and we derived the values of K for our curves by taking the 
differences of the successive columns. 

'The values thus obtained for K were taken as ordinates for the 
curves of Plate I. 



PLATE I. 



- Attraction of ring of mass of local compensation, R = o, T = 15 km, 2; kr 
,, ,, ,, ,, ,, regional ,, , R = 58.10 km, 
9 ,  9 )  P ?  11 ,, ,, , , 1 1 B, , R = 116.20 km, 

7, P ?  1, 7, I ,  9 ,  , , , R = 174.30 km, 

, ,) ,, ) ,  ,, , R = 232.40 km, ,, ,, 



ass of local compensation, R = o, T = 15 km, 2; km, 35 km, 4; km 

,, ,, regional ,, , R = 58.10 km, 
, R = 116.20 km, l l 19 ,, ? l  

, R = 174.30 km, 
, R = 232.40 km, ,, ) f  ,, p $  

I- 





T A B L E S  
FOR 

Regional and Local Isostatic Reduction ( A j  system) 

FOR 

GRAVITY VALUES. 

Thickness of the crust for zero topography: 

1st series of tables T = 20 km, 
and series of tables ?' = 30 km, 
3rd series of tables T = 40 km, 

density of the topography 2.67, of sea-water 1.028, 

density of the compensation when not regionally distributed 0.6, 

h = elevation in m, negative h = 0.615 X the sea-depth in m, 

height of the column of compensation = 4.45 h, 

horizontal distribution of the compensation according to the curve 
of fig. I, 

R = radius of the area of distribution, 
L. = HAYFORD reduction in 0.1 mgal for the zones 10-1 (top.+comp.), 
p = effect of the compensation for the zones A-0 in 0.1 mgal, 
fi' = effect of the topography and the compensation for the zones 

I&I in 0.1 mgal ; L, p and p' have the sign of HAYFORD'S tables, 
p, and p i  = the effects for R = o (local compensation), 

P1 ,, P; = ,, ,, ,, R = 29.05 km, 
P* 1, P; = ,, ,, ,, R = 58.1okm, 
P4 ,, P4I = 1 ,  ,, ,, R = 116.20 km, 
P8 19  P: = ,, ,, ,, I? = I74.3O km 
P8 ,, P; = ,, ,, ,, R = 232.40 km. 

The columns of the differences A of the table-values correspond to 
differences of elevation of IOO m. 

The auxiliary tables (dp and dp' tables) for each zone up to zone 
11 give the correction of p resp. p' for the elevation of the station 
above sea-level; dp and dp' = the correction per 1000 m elevation; 
the correction is practically proportional to the elevation. 





ZONES A-G 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF  STATION. 
dp  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE H 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE I 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE J 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 nr elevatkm. 



ZONE K 
T = -30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE L 
T = 20 kin 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 

dp = correction per 1000 m elevation. 
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ZONE AT 
T = 20 knt 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION 

d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 
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ZONE N 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 0, 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 0, 
T = zo km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 18 
- ,  

T = 20 kllt 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1000 o elevation. 



ZONE 17 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = comectiolt per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 16 
T = 20 k m  

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correctwn pev 1000 m elevatiofl. 

PI' - PO' P; - P',' p4' - po' p; - p,,' p,,' - p',' 
h I :L0 1 R = 29.05 I R = 58.10 1 R = 116.20 1 R =  114.30 I R = 232.40 

m 
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A' 
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4.1 
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4.1 
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4.0 
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3.4 



ZONE 15 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per rooo m elevation. 



ZONE 14 

T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 13 
T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 12 

T = 20 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1000 IN elevation. 



ZONE 11 
T = 20 km 

ZONE 10 
T = -30 km 

L I P; Ipl'-p0' I P ~ - P ~ '  Ip4'-p0' ( P ~ - P O '  I P:-P~' 
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ZONE g 
T = 20 km 

ZONE 8 
T = 20 km 

0.1 
mgal. 

-20 
0 

+20 
+40 

ZONES 7-1 
T = 20 k m  
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ZONES A-G 
T = 30 kin 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE H 

T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp = correction per rooo m elevation. 



ZONE I 

T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION 

dp = correction per rooo m elevation. 



ZONE J 
T = 30 kllz 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE K 
T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 m clezlation. 



ZONE L 

T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE M 
T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE N 
T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 0, 

T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m edevation. 



ZONE 0, 
T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 18 
T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1.000 m elevation. 

P,' - P,,' Pz' -PO' ~4~ - PO' Pef - P,,' PS) - P,,' 
h 1 J d O  I R = 2 9 0 5  1 R=58.10 11=116.201 R=l74.301 R=232.40 

A 
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A 
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ZONE 17 
T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATlON O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1.000 m elevation. 



. - 
ZONE 16 

T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp' sr c o r r e c t i ~  per rooo m elevation. 



ZONE 15 
T = 30 klll 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp' = correction per zooo m elevation. 

Pi-PO' P;-Po' 
R 174.30 R = 232.40 
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ZONE 14 
T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 13 
T = 30 k m  

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp' = correction per 1000 m clevation, 



ZONE 12 

T = 30 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp' = correction per  1000 m elevation. 



ZONE 11 

T = 30 km 

ZONE 10 

T = 30 km 
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ZONE g 
T = 30 km 

ZONE 8 
T = 30 km 

ZONES 7--I 
T = 30 km 

L I PO' I p l ' - p 0 '  I p 2 ' - p 0 ' I p , ' - p ;  I P ~ - P ~ ' I  p8 ' -p;  
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ZONES A-G 
T = 40 kW% 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
dp = correction per rooo m elevation. 



ZONE H 
T = 40 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp = correction per 1000 nr elevation. 



CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION OF STATION. 
dp = correction per ~ocx, m elevation. 



ZONE J 
T = 40 km 

CORRECTION FOR ELEVATION O F  STATION. 
d p  = correction per 1000 m elevation. 




































